
The powerful mobile access module 
you can install in small spaces.

Mobile 
Reader Nano

The smallest, most unobtrusive way 
to add mobile access anywhere.

Engineered with a small form factor that can be embedded invisibly inside 

elevators, turnstiles, copiers, and more. 
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No changes to existing 
readers or controllers 

Nano can be installed 
between existing readers 
and controllers so you can 
add mobile access while 
maintaining support for 
legacy cards.

Insanely accurate in 
crowded spaces 

Proxy is designed to work in 
crowded areas with many 
Proxy signals such as office 
lobbies during rush hour 
without causing delays at 
entrance turnstiles.

Easy to install in existing 
access locations

It takes just minutes to install 
Mobile Reader Nano in spaces 
with a pre-existing power 
supply and cables to controller 
panels.  



Say hello to 
a new kind of 
access card.

Introducing Proxy Mobile Access 

Cards and Proxy Mobile ID – 

which together provide a truly 

magical experience at the door 

and beyond.

Made for tight spaces.

Mobile Reader Nano’s remarkable size makes it ideal for spaces traditional door 

access readers can’t go, making it possible to extend mobile access to almost any 

application. 

Turnstiles

Garages

Elevator Panels

Vending Machines Copiers and Printers

Elevator Dispatches



Seamless Access.

Proxy offers multiple options for configuring access to each door, giving you and 

employees complete control of the entry experience.

Watch tap-in

Tap a button on your watch and 
let the magic happen

Biometric

Require FaceID or TouchID when 
you want extra security

Phone tap-in

Just wave your phone near the 
reader, no need to open the app

Hands-free

Just walk in and the door 
unlocks as you approach

Give your employee and tenant 

experience a lift.

Proxy Mobile Reader Nano can be embedded 
alongside existing card readers that support 
Wiegand, such as those in elevator dispatches. 
This creates a frictionless curb-to-office access 
experience that employees and tenants love, 
while also and making multi-tenant access 
management a breeze.

Perfect for high-traffic lobbies.

With an external antenna and configurable 
ranging, Proxy Mobile Reader Nano delivers 
high accuracy in close proximity to other Proxy 
readers, and low latency in high-traffic areas with 
many Proxy mobile signals, making it the perfect 
solution for lobby turnstiles.



Carrier Frequency 2.4 GHz

Power Supply 5V - 24V DC

Dimensions 38.1mm x 27.9mm x 14.3mm (H x L x W)

Temperature
Operating: -35° to 66°C (-31° to 149°F) 

Storage: -35° to 85°C (-31° to 185°F)

Operating Humidity 5 to 95% relative humidity (non-condensing)

Connection Terminal connectors and BLE

Firmware Upgrade Method BLE

Cable Length Wiegand 152 m/500 ft (22 AWG shielded wire)

Certifications FCC, IC

Contents 1x Nano module, 2x mounting tape, 3x external antenna 

System Requirements Compatible iOS or Android device with Proxy ID app

Warranty Limited Lifetime

Small 
size, big 
possibilities.

$299

Tech Specs
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Module dimensions Included Hardware

Mobile Reader Nano components

• 1x module

• 3x external antennas

Mounting hardware

• 2x mounting tape

Additional hardware 
(not included)

Electronic entry hardware 

(one of these)

A. Turnstile

B. Electric strike

C. Electrified mortise lock

D. Electromagnetic lock

Power source

12V DC

Controller

Connect via Wiegand

Recommended

22AWG shielded security cable
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